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Whether you need to raise a dairy barn full of milkers, one hundred meat goats for market, a
herd of Angoras for mohair fiber, or a few Pygmies as pets, this book is for you personally.
Expert, hands-on advice makes it easy to begin with raising a wholesome herd. You’ll find
information regarding traveling with goats, marketing, treating illness, and even more,
including a glossary of caprine terms, tables and charts for easy reference, and a list of breed
of dog associations. Longtime goat farmer Carol Amundson describes the breeds popular in
the usa and Canada and explains all the useful dos and don’ts.  Illustrated completely color,
this FFA-licensed guidebook can be an indispensable resource for individuals who want to
raise their particular goats.Easy-to-follow tips help you to:Choose the best breed of dog for
your needsEvaluate and buy goatsHouse and feed your herdKeep your herd healthyBreed
goats and birth kidsMarket goats and their productsReviewed and approved by Dr. Clint Rusk
(Purdue University Associate Professor in the Youth Development and Agriculture Education
Department), this book will provide you with the tools you need to succeed in this demanding
but rewarding venture.
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Good Reference for Beginners This book contains a lot of information befitting starting to
intermediate goat projects.The book does not go into a whole lot of detail and is more of an
over-all guide on how to begin.A reasonably broad subject book, with an extremely nice
launch to the choosing/breeding/raising areas plus some great photo-to-text message
reinforcement.There is also a good section towards the end with simple goat illnesses, etc.
that makes a good reference for owners. While it carries the FFA logo, additionally it is
befitting 4-H members and also the general public. I'd not advocate this for someone who is
breeding/showing professionally as it does not have enough detailed information for more
complex goat projects.. This book was recommended by my mother-in-law who's been
raising goats for years This book was recommended by my mother-in-law who's been raising
goats for years. Browse it before you buy goats - it'll make your life easier. Great info and
graphics. I especially like the explanations of the different breeds/types of goats. Read .
However, it really is great for children since it uses simple vocabulary and covers a lot of the
basics.. A must have reference for all goat farmers. That is s great publication with lots of
photos. Silly and boringly simple stuff Get this! Awesome!!! This book is quite informative. by
covering all of the options so that you can make informed decisions. Best Publication On
Goats! I enjoy reading and discussing it when I need some info on a goat. This is by far the very
best book we've found for raising goats! It is extremely well illustrated and addresses every
topic you would want to know. A must have reference for all goat farmers. Beginners aid for
Goats Very useful, good read, good photos. The descriptions utilized are great. I recommend
scanning this reserve if your looking to care for goats or if you already have goats.The photos
and illustrations help to make the book. Profiles different goat breeds, provides simple care,
housing, transport and feeding guidelines and gives a short intro to showmanship. This book
covers the overall information well. Especially good as an over-all guide. Good, overall
information "Pet" focus with a "Farm" emphasis! Well put together! I actually thought it was an
excellent book to get ready me for Goat keeping I actually thought it was a great book to
prepare me for Goat keeping. It touched base on everything goat. There is normally colored
photos to check out description on the "how exactly to parts". You won't become disappointed
in your buy! Great information and tips for all stages. It helps you make options on goat care
and attention, fertility issues, etc. Great This book has lots of information and photos. Recipient
liked it. Was something special. Basic info more for kids. Naaaaa Baaaa Spread this one! Not
much info here that you wouldn't find out in general. great book Easy to read with great info
for the new goat owner. Very educational great publication! Good ralead for a goat raiser or
lover. Super easy to go through with plenty of valuable information, especially if you're new to
raising goats. Five Stars Okay. Recipient liked it.
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